ABSTRACT: The medieval composers of polytextual motets have been charged with rendering multiple texts inaudible by superimposing them. While the limited contemporary evidence provided by Jacobus's comments in the Speculum musicae seems at first sight to suggest that medieval listeners would have had trouble understanding texts declaimed simultaneously, closer scrutiny reveals the opposite: that intelligibility was desirable, and linked to modes of performance. This article explores the ways in which 20th-century performance aesthetics and recording technologies have shaped current ideas about the polytextual motet. Recent studies in cognitive psychology suggest that human ability to perform auditory scene analysis-to focus on a given sound in a complicated auditory environment-is enhanced by directional listening and relatively dry acoustics. But the modern listener often encounters motets on recordings with heavy mixing and reverb. Furthermore, combinations of contrasting vocal timbres, which can help differentiate simultaneously sung texts, are precluded by a blended, uniform sound born jointly of English choirschool culture and modernist preferences propagated under the banner of authenticity. Scholarly accounts of motets that focus on sound over sense are often influenced, directly or indirectly, by such mediated listening.
navigate complex social soundscapes without much conscious effort. That is the effect. But how exactly we do this, and why it should have been difficult for those air traffic controllers-and later for computers-constituted the problem. (1) [0.2] For music historians, a parallel effect-or perhaps problem-is inherent in polytextual motets, whose superimposition of multiple strands of texts has led us to inquire whether audiences could have a&ended to, or ever been meant to understand, any of the words during performance. Scholars have answered this question in various ways, and their stances about intelligibility have in turn shaped their views of the genre, the compositional priorities of its composers, and the role of text in its aesthetics. (2) The present study focuses on an aspect of the problem that has not been foregrounded in existing discussions: the roles played by modern performance aesthetics and listening conditions-and especially by recorded sound-in shaping these views. As a case study, I focus on Christopher Page's work with Gothic Voices and his own arguments about how motets would have been heard by their medieval audiences. I then return to the cocktail party effect and to theorizations of acousmatic sound to see what cognitive science and sound studies can tell us about the listening conditions under which the words of polytextual motets might be intelligible.
[0.3] I offer two caveats before proceeding. First: in exploring the acoustics of ideal listening conditions, I do not imply that those conditions ever existed, or were the conditions under which motets were heard. It is undoubtedly the case that some singers or listeners might have had motet voices or even entire compositions memorized (Busse Berger 2005) , rendering the whole intelligibility issue moot. Furthermore, the frequent use of refrains and other quotations in French motetes from the thirteenth (SalKstein 2013a (SalKstein , 2013b and fourteenth centuries (Boogaart 2001 , Zayaruznaya 2015b would have rendered some text immediately intelligible, even upon first hearing. And it seems clear that the poetry of polytextual motets was sometimes experienced in monotextual contexts. For example, the early 14th-century Bodleian manuscript Douce 308 transmits 64 motet texts without notation (Atchison 2005) . For a later generation, the literary circulation of motet texts by Philippe de Vitry, as documented by Wathey (1993 Wathey ( , 1994 , must have accorded some listeners and patrons the opportunity to study the poetry on the page, and perhaps to commit it to memory. It is also clear from a comment in the Speculum musicae, as well as from fourteenth-century literary and musical sources that motet voices were sometimes sung separately. (3) But references to voices sounding on their own do not obviate questions about intelligibility: fourteenth-century motets not by Vitry seem to have been transmi&ed as poetry very rarely, and it is unlikely that all listeners would have had access to all motet texts ahead of hearing the works performed. Polytextuality is a defining aspect of the medieval motet genre, and it is worth asking what listeners might have heard (might have been expected to hear, might have been able to hear, or might have chosen to hear) in a tu i performance.
[0.4] A second caveat concerns the oft-quoted evidence that medieval listeners might have had problems with comprehension when motets were sung. This stems from an anecdote in the Speculum musicae in which a listener at a "gathering of discerning people . . . asked what language the singers were using: Hebrew, Greek, or Latin." If this person could not even identify the language, it seems impossible that s/he could have understood the words, and accordingly this passage has been used to support the claim that "the very nature of double motets with their simultaneous presentation of two texts jeopardized the 'message' of either [text] " (Pesce 1986, 91-92) . But a contextual reading of this comment gives an entirely different impression of its meaning. The passage is accordingly worth quoting in full:
In a certain gathering in which skilled singers and discerning laypersons were gathered together and where modern motets were sung according to the modern manner, and some old [motets] as well, I observed that the old motets and also the old manner of singing were more adequately pleasing, even to the laypersons, than the new. And even though the new manner [initially] pleased in its newness, this is no longer the case, for it begins to displease many. Therefore let the old songs and the old manner of singing and notating be called back to the native land of singers. Let these things come back to use, and let the rational art flourish once more. It has been exiled, along with its [corresponding] manner of singing, as though violently thrown down by the fellowship of singers. But the violence need not be perpetual. Why does such wantonness of singing give pleasurethis curiosity in which, as may be seen by anyone, the words are lost, the harmony of the consonances diminished, the length of notes changed, perfection disparaged, imperfection elevated, and measure confounded?
I saw how in a great gathering of discerning people, when motets were sung according to the new manner, it was asked what language the singers were using, Hebrew, Greek, or Latin, for it was not understood what they were saying. Thus the moderns, although they write many beautiful and good texts in their songs, lose them in their manner of singing, since they are not understood. (4) [0.5] In context, the meaning of the final sentence is unambiguous, serving as a summary of what we should get from the anecdote: it is unfortunate that the well-wri&en texts of the moderns are masked by the new manner of performance. The implication is that if the same good texts were delivered in the old manner of singing, they would not be lost. In complaining that texts are obscured, Jacobus tacitly acknowledges that the clear projection of text is a merit of the older repertory that he champions. Far from proving that medieval listeners could not understand the words of motets in performance, then, this passage in fact suggests that there was an expectation that text would be intelligible.
[0.6] Furthermore, there is an element of humor here (Hentschel 2001, 120) . As Suzannah Clark has pointed out, "Jacques's complaint that they could be singing in Hebrew or Greek is, of course, spurious, for the upper voices of motets were either in Latin or French or both" (2007, 32n6) . Hence the observer is making fun of a delivery of Latin text which was, to his mind, muddled by the new manner of singing. His mocking observation would hardly make any sense unless understanding the text was a recognized aspect of listening to motets.
[0.7] Jacobus's comments are useful in part because they bridge the two repertories-French ars antiqua and ars nova-that contain the bulk of surviving polytextual motets, signaling that the same or similar questions might reasonably be asked of both. (5) And while he is not a trustworthy source for reporting on ars nova performances in any but a negative way, Jacobus tells us some useful things about contemporary performance contexts and expectations. On the former front, his recollection provides evidence that it is not anachronistic for us to speak of an "audience" for motets, using the word in a sense not very different from our modern one: there were listeners distinct from the singers themselves who a&ended to motet performances. (6) Further, Jacobus confirms that he and the learned person whom he paraphrases were listening in part for the texts and would agree that in an ideal situation they should be intelligible. Finally, he gives us the key to understanding why they sometimes are not. Towards the end of the passage he uncouples composition and performance, which had been conflated up to this point in the chapter, focusing exclusively on the moderns' manner of singing as the cause of incomprehension. In doing so, he reminds us of an obvious but important fact: performances can make words audible, or they can obscure texts, causing them to become lost. In what follows, this passage serves as an impetus to turn from the new manner to a newer manner still, and consider the effect that twentieth-and twenty-first century performances of ars nova motets have on the intelligibility of their texts.
Medieval Listeners, Modern Sounds [1.1] To talk of motet texts being intelligible or remaining indistinct, and if intelligible of being a&ended to or ignored, is to evoke a complicated web of interrelations among singers, sounds, and listeners. The nodes of this web are only potentially joined: singers may send crisp consonants into a booming acoustic, or perfectly comprehensible sung text may reach the ear of a listener ignorant of its language, uninterested in its contents, or distracted. But nevertheless the temptation is strong, given the dearth of evidence on all fronts, to use information about listeners to make conjectures about medieval sounds and singers. This was the approach of Christopher Page, who set out to democratize the motet in his monograph Discarding Images, arguing that it was intended not only for the medieval intelligentsia, but for a much broader cut of society. In the course of diversifying the intended audience for the genre, Page fla&ened the hypothetical listening experiences available to that audience by downplaying intellectual engagement in favor of sensory pleasure. Objecting to "the destabilizing quality that much modern criticism tends to discern and explore" (1993, 96) , he depicted motets as integrated wholes, their separate voices merged into a unified mass of sound by congruences in theme, vowel sound, and diction. [1.2] Such reframing has implications for the importance of individual texts-or of any text-as a salient aspect of composition or reception. Indeed, Page suggested that part of the pleasure gained from motets by their diverse medieval audiences may have been derived from not understanding the texts, an experience he characterized as "'intellectual' in this sense: it produced the exhilaration of knowing that a piece contains more than one can ever hope to hear" (101):
Some listeners in the thirteenth century may have enjoyed the sound-pa&erns of Latin motet poetry without deriving any significant understanding of the sense, much as some modern listeners do today when hearing these motets (or operatic arias, for that ma&er) . . . it can scarcely be doubted that many motets were designed to induce an exhilarating impression of words leaving sense behind (86). Noteworthy in the above-quoted excerpt is the elision of reception with compositional design. Not only were the sound-pa&erns of foremost interest to some listeners, but the motets were so designed as to foreground sound over sense. [1.3] Other theorizations of the motet, both before and after that in Discarding Images, have carved out a semantic as well as a sonic role for motet texts in performance. Dolores Pesce suggested in 1986 that in 3-voice Latin ars antiqua motets, music serves texts by giving "musical prominence to . . .figures of repetition and rhetorical expressions" and that in some cases this kind of emphasis may represent "at least an a&empt to give musical expression to the words" (94, 97). Margaret Bent, the most vocal advocate for the importance of text to the analysis of motets, while conceding an "impossibility of understanding [motet texts] at a first or unprepared hearing" (1993, 632) , preserved an intellectual dimension in motets by invoking the "prepared listener": an "experienced listener who, like Boethius's musicus, 'exhibits the faculty of forming judgments according to speculation or reason'" and is already familiar with the composition (2003, 387) . And Suzannah Clark (2007) has argued that in a French motet from the Montpellier codex, some level of understanding is made possible-even assured-by compositional choices such as the placement of refrains, the use of musical echoes, and the coordination of rests between voices. [1.4] Alongside these more sympathetic approaches to the semantic contents of motet texts, Page's characterization of the genre in fundamentally sonic terms lives on, not only in textbooks (a point to which I return below), but also in Emma Dillon's recent sound-centered account of some thirteenth-and early fourteenth-century motets as evoking an effect she dubs "supermusical" (2002) . This "sonic superabundance" (57), defined as "a sound of words lost in the mêlée of music" and a "surplus of language" (6-7) has clear roots in Discarding Images. [1.5] There is no doubt that the understanding of a piece by a listener prepared in Bent's senseintimately familiar with a motet's texts, proportions, and numerical structures, as well as the liturgical context of its tenor-would be deep. (7) No doubt also that a listening experience such as the one suggested by Clark-a&uned to intertextual and intermelodic references-would be meaningful. But what of the less-prepared listener? Must we assume that understanding was beyond their grasp, and that something like Dillon's "supermusical" effect was of most relevance to their experience? Jacobus's reminder about the importance of the manner of singing can serve as an invitation to evaluate the performance aesthetics underpinning Page's incredulity about intelligibility.
[1.6] A noteworthy aspect of Page's claim is that it purports to rest on the broadest, most defining elements of the genre. It is the very "existence of triple motets with three simultaneous poems" that "proves that the aesthetic of the poet is one which allows verbal communication to decline as metrical, musical, and structural ambitions mount" (1993, 101) . Opposing "verbal sound" to "verbal sense," despite the dependence of the la&er on the former, Page uses a poetic aesthetic to support a claim about the motet qua genre:
Of all the musical genres known to the Middle Ages, it is the motet which most candidly acknowledges the importance of verbal sound over verbal sense by placing two or even three texts together, minimizing their intelligibility but maximizing their phonic contrast (1993, . (8) [1.7] The link between words and sounds is bound up in the category of "phonic contrast"; this too is sometimes located in the repertory itself, for example when analysis highlights the coordination of rhyme-sounds and vowels between voices. But ultimately Page, like Jacobus, knows that varying modes of performance can minimize or maximize sonic contrast. And here it helps that Page happens to be a scholar as well as a performer, and thus someone whose performance ideal we can both apprehend and evaluate. [1.8] Page's debt to recordings-especially to his own work with Gothic Voices-is self-avowed:
The primary inspiration for [Discarding Images] has been provided by performance . . . recordings are sometimes superseded by advances in knowledge, and are often vanquished by changes in taste, yet innovative or challenging performances can none the less disturb a wide range of preconceptions that we may unwi&ingly hold about the interest and scope of a repertory. (1993, xx) Indeed Page is hardly alone in being influenced by Gothic Voices. Fueled by-and fueling-his research into the question of instrumental versus vocal performance of medieval song, Page's recordings allowed an entire scholarly community to reconceive of a wide repertory of music as primarily vocal (Page 1982 and 1988 , Leech-Wilkinson 2002 . But if Page's re-imagination of the medieval sound was fresh and radical with respect to its instrumentation, another aspect of his aesthetic was rather traditional: the timbre of Gothic Voices was inherited perhaps too readily from the English choral tradition. [1.9] This is not to say that Page was not thoughtful about questions of timbre. If, as John Po&er has argued, "the position of authority [held by the British early music sound] has been achieved with the minimum change to the techniques that the singers learned to gain their choral scholarships" (Po&er 1998, 116) , this is less a ma&er of laziness than of agenda in Page's case. He was reacting to the bright, mixed sound of instrumental performance current in the first stage of the early-music revival-a sound, in his words, of "boldly individualized lines collaborating in a polyphony which is extrovert and almost heraldic in colour, which is candid, even naive, in its directness of address to the listener" (Page 1982, 441) . The ascetic English choral ideal evocatively described by Daniel Leech-Wilkinson as "freshly cleaned Anglicanism" would have been the perfect antidote (2002, 206) . [1.10] This pure sound with its equal timbres, matched vowels, and lack of vibrato stands behind Page's conception of the motet. As his performance aesthetic blends sounds together into a unified whole where sonority reigns supreme, so his arguments about ars antiqua-and ars novaaesthetics ultimately stress unity over contrast. For me, "synchronization of vowels" and "verbal identity" that lead to sonorities "of exceptional clarity and forthrightness"-characteristics that Page argues are inherent to the compositional fabric of motets (1993, 103, 105 )-bring to mind an Oxbridge college choir, or the Tallis Scholars. Theirs is a sound in which we may, borrowing again Page's account of the motet, "[enjoy] the sound-pa&erns of Latin motet poetry without deriving any significant understanding of the sense" (1993, 86) . And in the phrase "there is variation and contrast, but there is neither conflict nor tension," which Page uses to describe the relationship between a motetus and a triplum (1993, 97) , I cannot help but read also a description of the soundworld cultivated by Gothic Voices. Bent has warned us of the "danger of drawing circular conclusions from particular styles of performance that emphasize some rather than other features of the music" (1993, 630) . (9) And indeed, Page's arguments about the priorities of the genre could double as an aesthetic manifesto: "The complexity is purely phonic and not semantic. As I read them, the texts of this motet are designed to be so similar to one another that there is li&le or no contrast between them" (1993, 110). The texts, or the voices that execute them? [1.11] Page himself has cautioned that his reconstructions of medieval sounds are not "wholly objective," in part because they are "based upon . . . experience with professional British singers, most of whom received their training in the choir of some cathedral or collegiate establishment in England" (1988, 149) . But he marshals various kinds of evidence to suggest that the sound of Gothic Voices is at least mostly objective, and that the late-medieval sound might have been similar to the modern British one. For example, the similar range of motet voices is taken to suggest that they were "performed by identical (or by nearly identical) voices":
Many of the motets in the Bamberg manuscript (probably dating from c. 1285) exploit a range of around eleven notes from top to bo&om, while some individual voice parts also employ this compass. It would therefore seem that 13th-century motets were conceived to exploit the resources of two, three or four equal voices; one singer, in other words, could normally perform any part in a motet-tenor, duplum, triplum, or quadruplum-without undue difficulty. The result would have been a well-blended sound with each part distinguished by its text rather than by its colour. . . . This is quintessentially music for singers, designed to exploit the sounds of Latin and Old French as put into song by voices of very similar type singing in very much the same kind of way. (1988, [1.12] Such a reading of the evidence blatantly conflates range with tessitura, and by the following century there is evidence that, despite the small ambitus of many motets, some singers would have been more used to singing tenors, and some, upper parts. (10) But more basically, nothing guarantees that two medieval singers with the same range would necessarily have had "voices of very similar type." The unity of sound achieved by English singers is the result of a huge system of choir schools and choral scholarships, with many professional performers emerging from either Oxford or Cambridge (Po&er 1998, 116-17) . Arguably, only such an infrastructure can produce singers so similarly trained as to perform music in this way. That is not to say that those singing motets in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries were not experienced: the degree of specialized knowledge needed to sing mensural notation was great, and the singers able to execute motets would probably have begun as choirboys or, in the case of the nobility, would have been taught by clerics. (11) [1.13] While the medieval performers of motets would all have been schooled, they would by no means have been products of the same school or the same aesthetic (McGee 1998, 17-18) . We can imagine a scenario where a Latin motet was sung by three university men, each from a different part of Europe and with a different way of pronouncing Latin. Would their vowels be matched? We know that even different regions within France had their own local ways of singing: the canons at Lyons cathedral, for example, were known to shout (Page 2000, 248) . On the international level, these differences were found worthy of-and subject to-rivalry and ridicule. Thus an Italian rhetorician wrote in 1226 that the Greeks say the Latins bark like dogs and the Latins say the Greeks growl like foxes. The French claim that the Italians groan . . . the Italians, on the other hand, say that French and Germans emit tremulous sounds like someone suffering from fever, and that they sing so loudly they must think God is deaf. (Vecchi 1967, 266-73; trans. Page 2000, 348) Motets were performed in precisely those places where singers from different corners of Europe mingled-in universities, at courts, and on occasions of state. Might some performances not have had in them, then, a trace of those exaggerated differences? If not exactly emi&ing howls, groans, and feverish wails, it would nevertheless be surprising if such diverse performers could be found "singing in very much the same kind of way." [1. 14] Other scraps of evidence support the idea that the sound-world of motets may have been a varied one. One unlikely source of insight comes from a description of dog-song in Gace de la Buigne's Roman de Deduis (c. 1359-77) . In arguing that hunting with dogs is more noble than hunting with falcons, the allegory Love of Dogs describes his pleasure at hearing dogs singing a motet:
Les uns vont chantans le motet, Les autres font double hoquet. Les plus grans chantent la teneur. Les autres la contreteneur. Ceulx qui ont la plus clere guile Chantent les tresble sans demeure, Et les plus petis le quadouble En faisant la quinte sur double. (1977, 487) . We may therefore note the variety of look and sound evoked in it. Disparate groups produce sounds varying in both timbre and ambitus: the dogs singing the triplum have penetrating voices, the big dogs sing tenor, and the quadruplum is left to the puppies. This variety is the more significant when we remember that, as Page has noted, many motets are relatively narrow in range, all their voices together often covering no more than a twelfth-and this in turn can be the range of a single voice in a more virtuosic work such as a chasse (Kügle 1993, 153n134) . Thus Love of Dogs presents us with a more varied picture than we might expect (insofar as we have any expectations about canine motet performance). [1.16] This variety is not dissimilar from that cultivated in the image of performance which opens the motet section of F-Pn fr. 1584 (Machaut's manuscript A; see Figure 1 ). Here clerics and laypersons gather around a cask, drinking wine and singing a motet from a scroll. (12) Their diverse ages and backgrounds, coupled with their presumed state of inebriation, all but guarantee that their voices will not sound similar. This group is a far cry from the singing angels of van Eyck's Ghent altarpiece, whose young identical faces seem to imply a painstakingly blended sound. This group of drinkers hints instead at a smorgasbord of timbres and volumes. [1.17] This, too, is not the kind of evidence we would like. Rather than recording anything akin to a performance, the image may be serving as an allegorical depiction of motets, with their mixture of the sacred and secular. (13) And Love of Dogs is at least as biased an observer as Jacobus. But choices were made in both cases-the choice to use a motet as the example to be barked; the choice to depict a diverse group of performers. Also noteworthy is the joyful, easy mood that characterizes both depictions. Nothing could be more natural, Love of Dogs wants us to believe, than this pack's rendition, and "there isn't a responsory or an alleluia, even if it were sung in the Kings' chapel . . . that would cause the same tremendous pleasure that one experiences in hearing such a hunt" (trans. Leach 2007, 181) . (14) [1.18] Some of the joy and spontaneity that seem to have been aspects of motet performance are lost when a unified sound is the goal. Indeed, Page has suggested that singing motets should be difficult, even uncomfortable for the singer:
Something is often to be gained by pitching these motets in a way that lifts the singers on the upper parts away from the comfortable range where they can coast or croon. When the music is lifted above this range the relatively higher pitch brings many things under closer control . . . [and] the singers, recognizing that danger is only about a tone away, begin to work hard in a fashion that is always beneficial to this music. (1988, 158) Elsewhere, the same author has wri&en that in the Middle Ages "to succeed [at composition] was to create something that singers could control and dominate," but here the music is instead allowed to control the singers, eliciting a unified sound from them with the threat of nearby danger. (15) [1.19] The reason that all of this is pertinent to an argument about intelligibility is that differences in timbre are among the variables that allow the human ear to focus on one sound-source in the presence of others. A number of other aspects of performances-including acoustics, listeners' ability to see the performers, and the role of recording technology-also bear on this issue. In what follows I will not suggest that performance conditions that maximize intelligibility are either authentic or desirable. I will only review the existing evidence on the acoustic and cognitive phenomena that allow a person to navigate a busy soundscape-whether it be a hunt, a cocktail party, or a "gathering of discerning people."
The Cocktail Party Phenomenon [2.1] Given the high likelihood that a contemporary listener interested in motets would hear multiple performances of the same work, the question of whether it is possible to hear multiple texts at the same time wanes in importance next to a more basic one: under what conditions is it possible to isolate any text in a polytextual performance? (16) Rephrasing the query in this way clarifies the link between the psychological "cocktail party phenomenon" and the polytextual motet. Whether in a busy room where a person behind us is speaking louder than our collocutor, or in a composition where a triplum is singing higher and faster than the motetus which we are perhaps desirous of hearing, the cognitive task is the same: to isolate one sound-source in the presence of other, sometimes more prominent ones. But the assumptions have been very different in the two domains: while in musicology the superimposition of multiple texts has called their audibility and intelligibility into question (recall Page's claim that superimposing multiple texts is tantamount to "minimizing their intelligibility"), in psychology it is readily agreed that the cocktail party phenomenon is "one of our most important faculties"-"such a common experience that we may take it for granted" (Cherry 1957, 278) . And indeed, most listeners who walk into a busy café and shift a&ention from one conversation to another will not give a second's thought to the considerable powers of segregating sounds that undergird such an activity. Try it.
[2.2] Understanding speech in a complex environment involves the segregation of simultaneously occurring sounds into streams originating from different sources, a process known as auditory scene analysis (Bregman 1990 ). The ability to do this successfully rests on a number of connected factors pertaining to the auditors, the sound sources, and the environment in which listening is taking place. Although typically people carry out auditory scene analysis automatically, there is individual variability among listeners. (17) Auditory scene analysis may be especially difficult for listeners who are deaf or hard of hearing, even with auditory access technology (Bayat et. al 2013; Kerber and Seeber 2012) , as well as those on the autism spectrum (Lin et. al 2017) . On the other hand, musicians have been found to have an advantage in discerning components within complex auditory scenes (Pelofi et. al 2017) . [2.3] Where the sound sources are concerned, differences in the fundamental frequencies and spectral profiles of sounds-that is, differences in timbre-are vital to the segregation of concurrent sounds in the same register. (18) And although this kind of segregation is most often employed in social se&ings (for example, to distinguish two simultaneously speaking voices), the implications for musical audition are clear: "sounds of similar timbres will group together, so that the successive sounds of the oboe will segregate from the harp, even when they are playing in the same register" (Bregman 1990, 19) . When sounds are separated by range as well as timbre, lower and higher sounds will naturally separate into groups, or perceptual streams. One study found that different vowels sung simultaneously can be parsed more easily if they are at least 4 semitones apart. (19) [2.4] The timbral and registral aspects of sound sources are monaural cues-that is, they can be perceived with one ear. Binaural processes are even more crucial to solving the cocktail party problem. The distance between the ears allows for accurate identification of the location of a sound-source along a horizontal axis, since the emanating sound waves enter the two ears at different times. A more subtle process known as "head-related transfer function" localizes sounds along the other axes. (20) It has long been recognized that such "spatial hearing plays a major role in the auditory system's ability to separate sound sources in a multiple-source acoustic environment" (Haykin and Chen 2005, 1878-9) , such that an increase in distance between the sources of simultaneous sounds aids in their auditory differentiation (Drennan, Gatehouse, and Lever 2003) . And motion on the receiving end helps: Bregman (2015, 17) has recently suggested that listeners' abilities to move their heads and bodies-even slightly-also aid auditory scene analysis, noting that studies which immobilize the subject impose a set of unhelpful constraints.
[2.5] Environmental and visual factors also affect the difficulty of auditory scene analysis.
Excessively reverberant room acoustics can interfere with localization, though the auditory system is powerful enough to suppress even moderate amounts of echo and focus instead on the source sound (Haykin and Chen 2005, 1885) . This focus is aided by visual cues such as facial expression and the movement of the lips in speech (Summerfield 1992) . Even under ideal listening conditions, lip-reading can help resolve certain ambiguities-for instance by giving visual cues to amplify the rather small phonetic difference between a "b" and a "v" (McGurk and MacDonald 1976) . In noisy situations such cues become much more important, and an ability to see the speaker is thus a significant asset in understanding them (Ma et. al 2009) .
[2.6] Together these monaural and binaural processes enable auditory scene analysis, the subconscious prerequisite to solving the cocktail party problem. Once sound sources are localized, the role of a&ention comes into play. A&ention is, in William James's classic definition, "the taking possession of the mind, in clear and vivid form, of one out of what seem several simultaneously possible objects or trains of thought. Focalization, concentration of consciousness are of its essence. It implies withdrawal from some things in order to deal effectively with others" (1890, . In the context of the cocktail party problem, several kinds of a&ention have been studied. [2.7] With "selective a&ention," listeners choose to focus on one source and ignore others. Here, the comprehension level of the primary stream is high, but the secondary stream is hardly a&ended to. In an early study, subjects had different texts played into each ear, and were asked to speak the right-ear text back while they listened (a process referred to as "shadowing"). Colin Cherry found that the "rejected" text got very li&le a&ention-indeed, listeners did not notice when that left-ear text switched to German (1953, 978) . But more recent studies have shown that while shadowing or listening actively to one text, listeners will still hear or experience aspects of the other: they may be able to recall some words from the "rejected" stream, and may also be subconsciously affected by text that they consciously choose not to a&end to (Wood and Cowan 1995; Dupoux, Kouider, and Mehler 2003) . And in listening to melodies, an una&ended voice can influence a listener's perception of an a&ended one if the two are close in pitch (Davison and Banks 2003) . [2.8] Listeners can also engage in "divided a&ention," focusing simultaneously on more than one sound source, or "switched a&ention," alternating between channels. These different types of focus can be produced by telling the listener what to pay a&ention to, although certain sonic events, such as hearing one's own name in a "rejected" stream, can produce shifts of a&ention even during selective a&ention. Furthermore, factors that interfere with auditory scene analysis can make some kinds of a&ention more difficult to sustain. For example, as Wood and Cowan have noted, "selective a&ention depends heavily on physical (e.g. voice) differences between channels," and thus dichotic studies that use similar monotone voices in both ears may not allow listeners to fully concentrate on one channel or to fully ignore the other (Wood and Cowan 1995, 255) . [2.9] If there are any similarities we can count on between ourselves and medieval listeners, they are in the makeup of our auditory systems and the cognitive mechanisms that support listening. (21) For the cocktail party problem predates cocktails-solving it is a basic necessity for human society. But these similar biological systems and processes receive radically different musical stimuli today than they did 600 years ago. [3.1] Listening to medieval music in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries often means listening to a recording, experiencing the original performance in an acousmatic guise-that is, made by a source which cannot be identified. While such sound is so common as to be taken for granted, Michel Chion warned already in 1983 that it produces a listening experience "whose consequences are more or less unrecognized": "the acousmatic situation changes the way we hear" in that "it creates favorable conditions for reduced listening which concentrates on the sound for its own sake, as sound object, independently of its causes or meaning" (Kane 2014, 4) . (22) As Brian Kane has demonstrated, the "reduced listening" afforded by acousmatic sounds "motivates a reification of the sonic effect" in a way that influences the kinds of analysis to which the sound is subject, and the kinds of narratives in which it plays a part: "the autonomous sound, bereft of its source, is... integrated into the virtual world of musical composition; shedding its source, it can fully participate in the virtual connection of tone to tone, in the metaphorical gravity of tonal-harmonic organization, or in the expressive analogies of musical sound with emotional states" (2014, 8) . We see precisely this in Page's account of motets as "designed to induce an exhilarating impression of words leaving sense behind and beginning to skirl" -that is, to sound out in a shrill cry (1993, 86) . Here is as good an example as any of the way in which "the isolation of hearing from seeing in the acousmatic experience directs the listener's a&ention toward the sound as such" (Kane 2014, 5) . [3.2] The passiveness of Kane's account of a&ention in the acousmatic context ("the isolation of hearing from seeing . . . directs the listener's a&ention") is tellingly different from the more active modes discussed in the literature on the cocktail party effect ("selective," "divided," "switched"). These kinds of a&ention are, after all, predicated on being able to localize the source of sound, and recordings ratchet up the difficulty of auditory scene analysis considerably. The three-dimensional localization of sound sources usually carried out by head-related transfer function is rendered ineffective when the auditory scene is fla&ened to two channels, and even the information potentially contained in these is often altered or erased by editing and mixing. Listeners are also often faced with excessive reverb, whether original to the recording space (often a large church) or added in post-production to evoke a churchy "medieval sound." Such surroundings and postproduction choices inevitably muddy the waters, making it even more difficult to pick out the texts of individual voices. The challenges created by reverb can be compounded with those posed by timbral blend to create recordings in which is it virtually impossible to tell voices apart. [3.3] The 2004 Hilliard Ensemble recording of Machaut's motets offers a good example of such challenges. A large amount of reverb cloaks each motet with a blanket of overtones and echoes. (23) Under this cover lies the ensemble's characteristic and oft-lauded blend-a prime example of the careful control and masterly listening that are the products of English training. The singers on the recording are at times difficult to differentiate by any cue other than range-and range can be a fickle indicator. [3.4] Consider their rendition of Machaut's Dame/Fins cuers doulz (M11). Listening to mm. 11-31 (Audio Example 1), the impression is of a tenor and two texted voices almost identical in timbre and separated by anywhere from a 3rd to a 6th. The highest voice is especially striking. It begins with an antecedent-consequent figure, and moves down twice, first to an E supported by an unstable inflected sonority, then to a more stable G (see Example 1). Soon afterward we hear an oscillation of oscillations, as semibreve groups on G-F-G and A-G-A alternate, A-G-A finally seeming to win out, its repeated emphasis on A causing a mounting tension that is finally resolved by a directed progression to C (see Example 2). In a context where repetition on this scale is exceedingly rare, Dame/Fins cuers doulz, and this passage in particular, easily number among the most remarkable and haunting moments in Machaut's oeuvre. [3.5] But a look at the score reveals that the melodies excerpted above are not the top voice, but the composite results of a series of voice crossings: motetus and triplum alternate the antecedent and consequent parts of the descent from A, and then trade off the increasingly insistent oscillations (see Example 3). Knowing this, it is possible to teach ourselves the difference between the very similar voices of countertenors David James and David Gould, so as to begin to hear their crossing lines. But this is a task requiring focused work and a score. How can we consciously direct our a&ention when the first step-auditory scene analysis-is so difficult? And of course, the visual aspects of performance, which would be a great aid in a situation where such similar sound sources vie for a&ention, are as unavailable here as in any audio recording. In this case, trying to understand the text of a given voice is like trying to hear a neighbor at a party held in a vaulted hall where the guests wear opaque masks over their faces, while their voices are re-mixed and projected through two speakers at the front of the room with extra reverb added by the capricious hosts. It is much more intuitive to listen to this blanket sound in a reduced way, giving in to its acousmatic reality and concentrating on it "as sound object, independently of its causes or meaning." Dame/Fins cuers doulz. The triplum is sung by a bright tenor with forward resonance, while the motetus is breathier and has a slight buzzing quality; these distinct timbres make the voice crossings in mm. 11-28 rather more discernible (Audio Example 3). Once again, a relatively dry acoustic adds to the intelligibility of these voices, which are pleasantly resonant on their own. But even-or rather, especially-in these la&er cases, how much more is gleaned in a live performance, where the ability to distinguish sound sources from one another is rendered all-but-automatic by their location in three-dimensional space, and the faculty of sight can aid our comprehension of texture and text, showing us who is singing what, when. [3.7] Commenting on recordings in an article is a relatively simple ma&er in these days of online content, but it remains difficult, if not impossible, to convey in writing the experience of hearing music live (Abbate 2004) . A chance to rehearse this argument to a live audience in 2012 brought with it the opportunity for a demonstration of the different listening opportunities afforded by performances and recordings (Zayaruznaya 2012). The a&endees were presented with two complete renditions of Dame/Fins cuers doulz. The first was a recording engineered to have a mixed and resonant "early music sound." The second was live, sung by the same performers and in the same way. Afterward listeners were asked whether they heard anything in the live performance that they did not hear in the recording. The second is a video (Video Example 1) of this same take being recorded in the dry studio, which preserves binaural as well as visual cues. Before reading on any further, I invite the reader to listen to the recording, and then view the video, preferably through decent speakers or using headphones.
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[ (Bregman 2015, 14) .
Return to text cannot be produced otherwise" (trans. Randall A. Rosenfeld, quoted in McGee 1998, 28) .
Return to text 16. This is suggested by the brevity of many 13th-and 14th-century motets, as well as their long careers; see, for example, the inclusion of Les l'ormel/Mayn and Clap/Sus Robin in the late Ivrea codex, and more generally the retrospective nature of that collection and of the Trémoïllé index (Kügle 1993, 90-91; Bent 1990) . See also the discussion of a motet sung during a courtly procession, and thus presumably sung by heart, in Huot 2003. Return to text 17. Kondo et al. (2017) note that although "perception is a private process for each individual, and perceptual experiences may differ across individuals even when the physical environment is the same," studies often ignore such differences: "Individual differences in human behaviour and perception are often considered to be 'noise' and are therefore discarded through averaging data from a group of participants."
Return to text 18. Bregman 1990, 19-20, 85-6, and 92-103 . Though "timbre" is an inexact term-Bregman calls it "an ill-defined wastebasket category," that "can include fundamental frequency, spectral component frequency, the balance of the spectrum, and possibly individual peaks in the spectrum" (1990, 92)-it is also an intuitive one. The difficulty of quantifying timbre and of producing maximally different timbres is cited by Huron as a reason to explore the limits of perception for polyphony performed in identical timbres (on solo organ); but he notes that "entries employing the pedal division of the organ were significantly easier to hear than matched nonpedal entries. . . because the difference in timbre between the pedal and manual parts is musically rather modest, this result suggests that timbre may be a very strong factor in the identification of concurrent polyphonic voices" (1989, 379 21. The claim of a common biological makeup is, I think, less subject to accusations of universalism than invocation of a "trans-historical humanness" or trans-historical aesthetics; see Page 1993, 190, and Wegman 1995, 270. Return to text 22. The counterpart to acousmatic listening is not live, but "direct" listening, which affords the listener-viewer a correlation between the visual and the aural, so that we do not find ourselves guessing about the bodies whose voices we hear. Return to text 23. As one reviewer (Davis 2010) wrote, "the engineers beautifully capture the glow of the church acoustic." Indeed they do, but these are secular works-many of them love songs-that would probably have been sung not in a church, but in a chamber or small hall. The recording includes eighteen motets, of which four can be classified as ceremonial, and two more as, perhaps, paraliturgical. These la&er works might conceivably have been sung in a larger space, but that is a ma&er of conjecture.
